Robert Ferguson Homework
Homework has been split into two sections. The first section contains activities to be completed each week. The second section offers a wide
range of activities for you to choose from.
Section 1: These activities are compulsory and need to be completed each week.
Times Tables
Children should continue to practise their
times tables and related division facts each
week.

Reading
Reading should take place each night and be
recorded in the reading diary.
(Roughly 15 minutes per night.)

2x,3x,5x,10x

Spelling
The statutory spelling patterns for Year 2
have been put into homework books. Please
focus on a few every week for the children to
then apply these spelling patterns in their
school work.

Section 2 – Joseph the Dreamer, sun, moon and stars.
Choose at least 3 activities to do this half term. Ask if you require help or resources and please bring your homework in regularly to share in
school. If it is recorded electronically, please send it to: Year2@rferguson.cumbria.sch.uk
Build a shoebox scene of part of the
story of
Joseph.

Design and make a musical instrument
using materials found around the home.
Bring it in to school to have a play!

Make a moon fact file. Present your work
in any way you wish!

Design coats for Joseph to wear in
different climates around the world.

Research food eaten in Ancient Egypt.
Why not create an Egyptian menu, or try
some food and tell us what you thought?

Create a collage of Joseph’s
multi-coloured dream coat.

Listen to the songs from Andrew Lloyd
Webber’s musical ‘Joseph and the
Technicolour Dream coat’. If possible
record a lip sync and email it to us to
share in school!

Find out about other stories from The Old
Testament. Draw and write about the
stories
you discover.

Find out about the work of famous
scientists who have developed new
materilals, for example John Dunlop,
Charles Macintosh or John McAdam.

Write your own alien/space adventure
story and draw a picture to go with it.

Make a quiz about the sun, moon and
stars.
Make sure you know the answers!

Discuss the story of Joseph with an adult.
Do you think what the brothers did to
Joseph was right or wrong? Why? Write
down your ideas.

